Recent work has demonstrated that computational enzyme design can generate active catalysts. [1] [2] [3] Although the progress is encouraging, the future will be brighter for this new field if its current limitations and the challenges which must be overcome are as broadly understood as its promise. This essay compares the activities of de novo designed enzymes to those of naturally occurring enzymes and highlights the considerable challenges which must be overcome for computational design to produce enzymes with levels of activity similar to those of naturally occurring enzymes.
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Naturally occurring enzymes are exceptional catalysts. For example, arginine decarboxylase, alkaline phosphatase, and staphylococcal nuclease enhance the rates of the reactions they catalyze by more than 10 14 fold. 4 The effective second order rate constants for naturally occurring enzymes are typically within three orders of magnitude of diffusion control. In contrast, most computationally designed enzymes to date provide rate enhancements of less than 10 6 and are more than six orders of magnitude from the diffusion limit. Furthermore, only a small fraction of computational designs have even these very modest levels of catalytic prowess; the majority have no detectable activity. [1] [2] [3] A final caution is that the levels of activities that have been achieved are not much higher than those of catalytic antibodies developed 15-25 years ago. 5 Clearly, computational enzyme design has a long way to go to consistently achieve native like levels of catalytic activity. Why are the activities of computationally designed enzymes and the overall design success rate so low? De novo design of enzyme catalysts requires models of ideal active sites that can catalyze the reaction of interest, and design methods that can create stable proteins which contain these sites. A design can fail at three different levels: first, the hypothesis represented by a proposed model of an ideal active site can be incorrect (perfect structural recapitulation in this case would not produce an active catalyst), second, the desired active site geometry may not be structurally realized by the actual design, and third, even with a correct active site description and perfect structural recapitulation, a designed enzyme can have little activity if the surrounding protein context, for example the long range electrostatics or dynamics, is not compatible with catalysis. Determining the reasons for the very low activity of designed enzymes could provide insight into important issues in both enzymology and protein design. Is the low activity because the original conception of the ideal active site was incorrect? Because the designed site was only in part realized? What is the influence of protein context-are protein elements not part of the original ideal active site impeding catalysis? Answering these questions will also provide the basis for iterative improvement of designed catalysts which will likely be critical to achieving high catalytic activity.
Much work needs to be done to understand why current computationally designed enzymes are not better catalysts, and to make possible the robust design of much more active enzymes. To begin with, mechanistic studies of designed enzymes are needed to determine the contributions of designed interactions to catalysis and to compare these contributions to those of analogous catalytic elements in naturally occurring enzymes. Mechanistic studies will also be important to identify the rate limiting steps in designed enzyme catalyzed reactions and to guide the incorporation of additional catalytic elements to help overcome the barriers.
Structural characterization of designed enzymes is essential to determine the extent to which the design process succeeds in producing the target active site geometries, and to provide a starting point for iterative improvement of the designs. Crystal structures have been reported for designed enzymes in the absence of bound ligand and generally show quite good agreement of the protein structure with the design model, but co-crystal structures are necessary to determine the extent to which the designed interactions with the transition state are indeed being made. Such structures will help determine whether the low level of activity is because the desired transition state binding geometry was not fully achieved, or whether the original hypothesis about how to construct an active site was missing key elements. Crystal structures of inactive designs are also important to shed light on why such a large fraction of designs fail; one possibility is that the sequence changes introduced in the design process cause changes in backbone and/or sidechain conformations not accurately modeled in the calculations. Finally, studies of the dynamics of active site residues and loops by NMR 6 should provide valuable information on conformational changes important for catalysis, for example loop movements to allow substrate entry and product release, as well as the mobility of designed catalytic residues. Directed evolution 7 of designed enzymes is needed to identify sequence features missing from the computational designs that confer increased activity. Amino acid substitutions that increase activity should have been incorporated in the original design process, and feedback on these missing elements and on deviations between the designed and actual structure will guide improvement in the computational design process. Directed evolution can also help determine the fraction of nascent enzymes for which there is a direct evolutionary path to more native like levels of activity-an issue of considerable relevance not only to enzyme design but also to theories about the evolution of naturally occurring enzymes.
Improvements in molecular force fields 8 Finally, improvements in the algorithms used for computational protein design will also be essential. A likely shortcoming in the current approach is that the computational method which incorporates an ideal active site onto a protein scaffold in the first step of the de novo design process can only handle 3-4 catalytic elements, for example, a general base, a general acid, and a pi stacking residue. The remaining interactions must come from the subsequent sequence optimization step, which is strongly constrained by the backbone of the selected scaffold. Native enzymes frequently have six or more residues at the active site which make important contributions to catalysis. The difference is clear in a comparison of the designed retroaldolases 2 to the naturally occurring DERA aldolase 13 : the former achieve catalysis primarily through a buried Schiff base forming lysine residue and a non polar substrate binding pocket, whereas the latter has an extensive network of charged residues supporting the catalytic lysine and promoting proton transfer. To overcome this limitation in catalytic site complexity, protein design methodology must be able to remodel the backbone of loops and other structural elements in the vicinity of the active site with a high level of precision to introduce the needed additional catalytic elements. Precise control of designed conformations has been demonstrated previously in the design of novel folds with atomic level accuracy, 14 but this could be achieved by focusing on core hydrophobic packing interactions which are easier to model than the more polar and more surface exposed interactions involved in catalysis. The improvements in forcefields discussed in the previous paragraph will facilitate precise remodeling of loop conformations. Equally important are conformational and sequence space sampling methodologies which can identify amino acid sequence changes, including insertions and deletions, which stabilize new backbone conformations introducing new catalytic elements relative to all other possible conformations for these regions.
Feedback from experimental structural characterization will be important for evaluating and refining such backbone redesign methodologies. We believe computational enzyme design has tremendous potential for a wide range of important applications and to illuminate fundamental issues in catalysis. To achieve these ends, advances in understanding in all of the areas described above will be important. The ascent from the very low activities of current de novo designed enzymes to the orders of magnitude higher activity levels typical of naturally occurring enzymes will likely require a concerted effort by structural biologists, mechanistic enzymologists, directed evolution practitioners, force field developers, and quantum chemists in addition to protein designers, and we encourage researchers from all of these areas to join on the exciting but challenging road ahead.
